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Back in March, I posted an article which described my views on the relationship between religion and 

politics from Biblical and historical perspectives. I wrote that world is going through the turning point of 

a cycle that began over five centuries ago, during the Renaissance, and described how the climax of this 

cycle relates to the trends and upheaval that have been going on both in the political and religious 

spheres over the past decade.  

I wrote that article while the primaries for the 2016 U.S. election were underway. Now that the general 

election has transpired, I want to give an update on what I consider to be going on now, and what my 

outlook is for the future.  

There are several overarching political trends taking place in the Western world. From a Biblical 

standpoint, I believe that these trends will continue for decades, if not centuries. Here are some of the 

long term trends underway: 

1. A rejection of globalism in favor of national economic sovereignty 

2. Resistance to enlargement of central government power 

3. Pushbacks against the most liberal definitions of church-state separation. 

These principles would typically be regarded as “conservative” politics on the broad spectrum of political 

ideologies in the modern world.  

First off, I should note that these trends are not confined to any president. As time progresses, these 

trends will be manifested through a wide range of personalities and policies. The emergence of these 

trends in Western politics began around 2009 in the U.S., and has subsequently made a significant 

presence in some European governments as well. 

I expect that the current political trends, which the recent election obviously reflected in many sectors 

of government, will lead to greater economic strength and domestic security. I am not of the opinion 

that either conservative or progressive principles are inherently right or wrong. I evaluate political 

philosophies on a pragmatic basis.  

From the Renaissance era through the 20th century, the Western world underwent a general trend of 

becoming more progressive. Many positive developments came through that process. Even though 

modern-day conservatives cite the U.S. constitution and the founding fathers as representatives of their 

values, the United States was founded on very progressive values for the 18th century world. Freedom of 

religion, freedom of speech, and separation of church and state were progressive ideas back in those 

days, and to say that those principles are affirmed by the Bible itself is an unwarranted stretch in my 

judgment. 



However, if you compare the United States’ basic system of government, that being a republic with 

church and state separated, against the alternatives exhibited over the course of world history, it 

appears that the United States’ type of system is by far the most successful, evidenced not just by U.S. 

history but also through other countries that have implemented similar forms of government. 

Am I saying that the principles of the U.S. Constitution are inherently right from a Biblical standpoint? 

No, not at all. However, despite some problems, those principles seem to work better than any 

alternatives that have been tried. 

I am using this as an example of why I use a pragmatic rather than an idealistic approach to government. 

So, getting back to the present time, I want emphasize, I am not saying that what is happening with 

government now is the “right” path for the country to take. Rather, I am saying that from a relative 

standpoint, I expect the country to eventually be in better shape with the direction this election has 

prompted. 

My view is that the progressives’ agenda, which gradually expanded in influence over the past centuries, 

approached a point in which it became more constrictive than empowering. Though in past eras it led to 

significant advancements in human rights and living standards, by the late 2000s-decade and early 

2010s, it seemed to inhibit economic growth through the federal government’s overbearing approach to 

business. I also think that government-endorsed political correctness started inhibiting national security 

efforts. 

It is understandable why there has been so much heated conflict surrounding the recent election. After 

all, I believe we are going through the turning point of a cycle that began back in the Renaissance. Of 

course there is going to be some volatility and heated debate at such a climactic point in history. When I 

said that I expect improvement in national circumstances, I am looking beyond economic and 

geopolitical volatility that may occur as the world transitions the new era of history that we are coming 

into. 

Now, I want to describe how these political and economic developments will likely relate to religious 

developments. Generally, politicians advocating conservative cultural laws and pro-church policies are 

also associated with fiscal conservatism. As conservatives advance their agenda, and as the country 

becomes more prosperous and more secure, politicians who have a religious backing will find 

themselves on the side of progress. This will allow religious influence to make inroads into politics again.  

In my series of posts on Bible prophecy, I described how an interpretation of Daniel and Revelation 

suggests that, at the end of the present Biblical age, there will be four religious-backed alliances in the 

world: a Buddhist-backed alliance, a Hindu-backed alliance, an Islamic-backed alliance, and a Christian-

backed alliance. If this interpretation plays out, the coming “one world order” will not be a secular order 

like the one progressives have sought to establish for decades, but rather, it would be a religious alliance 

of nations headed by ostensibly Christian leadership. In light of recent political developments, both in 

the U.S. and Europe, it is becoming more clear how the current efforts at globalization could fail. If a 

globalization project reboots at some point in the future, it would likely have significant religious 

overtones if this interpretation of Daniel plays out. The religious alliances would eventually end badly, 

culminating in a war with Israel. That war would be followed by Christ’s return. 



But even if the future fulfillment of Daniel does not take place, world history casts doubt on the 

permanence of government in which church and state are separated. For much of human history, 

religion and government were intertwined. Even though history shows that nations are more successful 

when church and state are separate, that separation comes with its own set of problems. That is 

primarily because religion is meant to influence all aspects of life.  

Thus, if a government is to actually govern over a religious population, the government cannot avoid 

dealing with religious matters. This is quite evident today with all of the controversies over religious 

influence upon public service or government property. Attempts at secularization of public life can only 

go so far before there is a religious pushback and a political realignment in which the pendulum swings 

in the direction of religious governance. 

So, to recap everything, I believe that the rising political movements are laying the groundwork for the 

U.S., and Western nations generally, to trend in a more prosperous and secure direction. This will pave 

the way for religious people, who are generally on the side of these movements, to expand their 

influence into politics. We are living through a major turning point in world history, and there are many 

interpretations of what is going on, both from Biblical and historical perspectives. My goal is not to 

convince people that my predictions are “correct,” but rather, I hope that my commentaries provide 

ideas to help people develop their own insights into current events, by considering points of view that 

they may not have thought about before, or finding a framework to express ideas that they may have 

always felt but were not sure how to articulate. So, feel free to reply with your own thoughts and 

observations. 

 


